
PHUKET SIMON CABARET SHOWS

PHUKET SIMON CABARET SHOWS
“The Lady boy shows”
  

Departure: Everyday
Show's time: There are 2 rounds of shows available:
1)Show round 19.30 hrs
2)Show round 21.30 hrs

  

  

Experience the utmost and extravaganza entertainment center of the south. Offer you the
hi-tech equipment for lights and sounds. Here you will find the superb stage design and our
famous "Cabaret" the most exciting place to be on the Andaman Gulf. In exclusive and
luxurious surroundings, you can looks, listen and impress with the Cabaret performance that
made "Simon Cabaret" the world famous group.
  
Tour Descriptions
Duration: 3 Hours
Type: Cabaret Shows
Meal: - N/A
Seating: Regular Seat or VIP Seat (Choice)

PROGRAM INSIDE THEATER

    
    -  Simon Paradise   
    -  Opening numbers  
    -  Dream Girls   
    -  Broadway style  
    -  Timeless   
    -  Duest sweet Korean & English  
    -  Bu Check Tian   
    -  Chinese song reviews in fronts of the throne in palace  
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PHUKET SIMON CABARET SHOWS

    -  Bai La   
    -  Dance song in front of curtain  
    -  Tribal Breathe   
    -  Spanish dance music wild style costume in the forest and waterfall  
    -  Comedy   
    -  Performing in front of curtain and joining with guests  
    -  Korea (Aridang)   
    -  Korea dancing with fan & drums  
    -  Mei Hua   
    -  Beautiful Chinese song playing in black light  
    -  Tina Turner or other Solo  
    -  Performing in front of curtain  
    -  Sally Yeh in Concert  
    -  Chinese song, compose of Kung fu, dancing with ribbon, fan and umbrella  
    -  Ain’t no Moutain High  
    -  Dance song performing in front of curtain  
    -  African Queen  
    -  English song in Egyptian style composes of 3 Queens perform in front of Faros  
    -  (Solo) or (Comedy)  
    -  Performing in front of curtain  
    -  Back to Brazil  
    -  Brazilian song dancing with modern scene  
    -  Na Na Na Goodbye  
    -  Closing song with all performers  
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